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The sonic chair : connect has been specially developed for
the requirements of customer contact in ofline channels. It
offers dealers and brands an innovative digital expansion
of their presentation space for products and services.
Customers can make themselves comfortable to browse the
latest products on the integrated touch screen in the virtual
catalog. If necessary, a personal customer advisor can be
requested at the push of a button who helps with questions.

Generate a relaxed shopping experience

Clear sound inside. Zero Sound outside.

Create a relaxed, hectic-free shopping atmosphere with the
sonic chair : connect, which arouses curiosity and makes
customers feel comfortable. With the sonic chair: connect you
offer your customers an innovative touchpoint to inform
themselves about your products and at the same time to
recover from the stress of shopping in a comfortable armchair.

If you irst sit in it, you do not want to get out. The design of
the ssonic chair : connect, the ive integrated speakers and the
body sound membrane ensure a real entertainment
experience. Ambient noise is reduced to a minimum. The
sound stays inside and does not penetrate to the outside.

24/7 communication area

acoustic island
with ive loudspeakers

Thanks to integrated digital signage, videos of all kinds can be
integrated for promotional and advertising purposes.
Communicate product news, special offers and discount
promotions directly on the mobile touch screen. Make
customers curious about your offer through targeted digital
content.
If a customer sits down in the armchair, he is personally
greeted by an individually designed video message..

Customers can enjoy the digital content as well as the
personal advice undisturbed and in their own private
atmosphere. The length of stay in the store is increased. Brand
and products are communicated more intensively.

structure-borne sound membrane
with virtual bass® technology

touch-screen with
integrated webcam

Live video consulting at the Point of Interest
Just no consultant available in the store? Let your customers
sit down and simply request a personal customer advisor if
needed by pressing a button. Through live video, they help
interested customers with the product selection and support
the on-site consulting and sales staff. At the same time, they
act as a brand ambassador and can view and explain
complementary or alternative brand products directly on the
integrated touchscreen during a consultation. In addition,
product demonstrations are also possible.

Expand product presentation through virtual shelves
Stroll through a shop and watch the latest products also digital today. A virtual
shelf integrated in a touchscreen display in the sonic chair : connect makes it
possible. Customers can browse product categories by easy-to-use touch controls
and use a product selector to display the product that suits their needs. If there is
an increased need for advice, customers can request their personal digital
specialist advisor easily and conveniently via live video chat.
www.kumkju.com
www.sonic-chair.de

